The use of deep learning models within scientific experimental facilities frequently requires low-latency inference, so that, for example, quality control operations can be performed while data are being collected. Edge computing devices can be useful in this context, as their low cost and compact form factor permit them to be co-located with the experimental apparatus. Can such devices, with their limited resources, can perform neural network feed-forward computations efficiently and effectively? We explore this question by evaluating the performance and accuracy of a scientific image restoration model, for which both model input and output are images, on edge computing devices. Specifically, we evaluate deployments of TomoGAN, an image-denoising model based on generative adversarial networks developed for low-dose x-ray imaging, on the Google Edge TPU and NVIDIA Jetson. We adapt TomoGAN for edge execution, evaluate model inference performance, and propose methods to address the accuracy drop caused by model quantization. We show that these edge computing devices can deliver accuracy comparable to that of a full-fledged CPU or GPU model, at speeds that are more than adequate for use in the intended deployments, denoising a 1024×1024 image in less than a second. Our experiments also show that the Edge TPU models can provide 3× faster inference response than a CPUbased model and 1.5× faster than an edge GPU-based model. This combination of high speed and low cost permits image restoration anywhere.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks show considerable promise for the rapid analysis of data collected at scientific experiments, enabling tasks such as anomaly detection [1] , image enhancement [2] , and image reconstruction [3] to be performed in a fraction of the time required by conventional methods. However, the substantial computational costs of deep models are an obstacle to their widespread adoption. The graphical processing unit (GPU) devices that are typically used to run these models are too expensive to be dedicated to individual instruments, while dispatching analysis tasks to shared data centers can require substantial data movement and incur large round trip latencies.
Specialized "edge" inference devices [4] such as the NVIDIA Jetson Tx2 GPU (henceforth TX2) [5] and Google Edge TPU [6] are potential solutions to this problem. (The Edge TPU is distributed by Coral Inc. in two configurations: Accelerator, which relies on a host machine, such as a PC or single-board Raspberry Pi, and Dev Board, which comes with a 64-bit ARM system as host.) These edge devices use techniques such as reduced precision arithmetic to enable rapid execution of deep models with a low price point (and low power consumption and compact form factor) that makes it feasible to embed them within scientific instruments.
The question remains, however, as to whether these edge inference devices can execute the deep models used in science with sufficient speed and accuracy. Models originally developed to run on GPUs that support 32-bit floating point arithmetic must be adapted to run on edge devices that may support only lower-precision integer arithmetic, a process that typically employs a technique called model quantization [7] [8] [9] . Google and NVIDIA have developed implementations of such schemes, allowing inference with integer-only arithmetic on integer-only hardware [10] [11] [12] . They report benchmark results showing that edge devices can perform inference as rapidly as a powerful PC, at much lower cost [13, 14] . However, questions remain when it comes to using such devices in scientific settings. The resulting models will be more compact, but will they be sufficiently accurate? And will the edge device run the models rapidly enough to meet scientific goals?
We explore these questions here by studying how a specific scientific deep learning model, TomoGAN 1 [15] , can be adapted for edge deployment. TomoGAN uses generative adversarial network (GAN) methods [16] to enhance the quality of low-dose X-ray images via a denoising process. Although diverse object detection and classification applications have been implemented on edge devices, image restoration with a complex image generative model has not previously been attempted on them. We adapt TomoGAN to run on the Google Edge TPU (both Accelerator and Dev Board) and TX2, and compare the accuracy and computational performance of the resulting models with those of other implementations. We also describe how to mitigate accuracy loss in quantized models by applying a lightweight "fine-tuning" convolutional neural network to the results of the quantized TomoGAN.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In §II, we describe how we adapt a pre-trained deep learning model, TomoGAN, for the Edge TPU. Next in §III, we present experiments used to evaluate edge computing performance and model accuracy, both with and without the fine-tuning component. In §IV we review related work, and in §V we summarize our results and outline directions for future work.
II. METHODOLOGY
We next describe how we adapt the TomoGAN model for the Edge-TPU (i.e., Accelerator and Dev Board). Specifically, we describe the steps taken to improve the accuracy of the enhanced images, the datasets used, and our performance and accuracy evaluations.
A. Quantization
We consider two approaches to quantizing the Tomo-GAN model for the Edge TPU: Post-Quantization and Quantization-Aware. In both methods, the first step is to design a non-quantized model with the expected features unique to both Post-Quantization and Quantization-Aware models.
1) Post-Quantization-Based Inference Model: The steps followed to generate the Post-Quantization-based inference model are shown in Figure 1 .
We first train a Post-Quantization-based model, which differs from the standard TomoGAN model only in the input tensor shape, which is 64×64×3 rather than 1024×1024×3. The partitioning of each 1024×1024 input image into multiple 64×64 subimages is needed because of limitations on the output size permitted by the Edge-TPU-Compatible. See §III-A for details on training data. The average training time for 40,000 iterations was around 24 hours on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU.
The resulting trained Post-Quantization model is then converted to a Mobile-Compatible model (see §II-B1), which is used in term to generate an Edge-TPU-Compatible model (see §II-B2). 2) Quantization-Aware Based Inference Model: This second approach ( §2) differs from the first only in the method used to generate the trained model. In order to attenuate the accuracy loss that may result from the quantization of trained weights in the inference stage, a more complex model is trained that induces fake quantization layers to simulate the effect of quantization.
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B. Model Generation
There are specific model generation schemes to provide mobile-computing and edge-computing friendly models.
1) Mobile-Compatible Model Generation: A mobilecompatible model accepts quantized unsigned int8 inputs and generates quantized unsigned int8 outputs. A quantized int8 value representation is related to the corresponding real value as follows
where zero-point and scale are parameters. Prior to mobilecompatible model generation, we process a representative dataset to estimate the value range of the data that are to be quantized, and choose appropriate values for these parameters.
2) Edge-TPU Compatible Model Generation: In order to exploit the Accelerator and Dev Board, the quantized model must be converted into an Edge-TPU-Compatible model by compiling it with the Edge TPU runtime. Edge-TPU-Compatible model generation is done by using a compiler deployed with Edge-TPU firmware libraries. This compiler enables a conversion of a Mobile-Compatible model into an Edge-TPU-Compatible model.
C. Inference Workflow
We describe in turn the inference workflows used when running on a CPU, Edge-TPU, and Edge GPU. The CPU related experiments are carried out with the trained model with no quantization and the Edge-TPU and Edge-GPU experiments are carried out with the trained model with quantization.
1) CPU Inference: The CPU inference workflow, shown in Figure 3 , uses the non-quantized model. We feed the required inputs, non-quantized model, and noisy image of size 1×1024×1024×3 to the CPU-based inference API, which returns a de-noised image with dimension 1024×1024. 2) Edge TPU Inference: The Edge TPU inference workflow, shown in Figure 4 , applies the Post-Quantization (II-A1) or Quantization-Aware (II-A2) models to preprocessed images. We use customized versions of the Accelerator and Accelerator BasicEngine inference API and TensorflowLite API [12] for this purpose.
Each input image has shape 1×1024×1024×3, where the dimension 3 results from grouping with each image two adjacent images, as used in TomoGAN to improve output quality. Each image is partitioned into 256 subimages of shape 1×64×64×3, due to Edge-TPU-Compatible restrictions; after inference, processed subimages are buffered in memory, and once all have been processed, are stitched back together to form the de-noised output image. Fig. 4 . The Edge TPU inference workflow partitions each input image into 256 subimages, processes the subimages, and stitches the corresponding output subimages together to create the output image.
3) Edge-GPU Based Inference Workflow: The Edge GPU inference workflow, shown in Figure 5 , is similar to the CPU inference workflow, except for the part of using a GPU specific quantized model. Each input image, with shape 1×1024×1024×3, is passed to the Edge GPU-specific quantized model (produced with TensorRT [17] from the nonquantized model), which produces a de-noised image with shape 1024×1024 as output. 
D. Fine-Tuning Workflow
With Post-Quantization-enabled inference, some accuracy may be lost due to model quantization. We observed this effect in our preliminary results: the non-quantized model produced better output than the Post-Quantization Edge-TPU quantized model. To improve image quality in this case, we designed a shallow convolutional neural network (referred to as the Fine-Tune network in the rest of the paper) to be applied to the output of the quantized TomoGAN: see Figure 6 . We use output from the Edge-TPU-Compatible model (see §II-C3 and §III-A) to train this network. The target labels are the corresponding target images for each inferred image from the mentioned portion of the training dataset. At the inference stage, we applied the Edge-TPU inference workflow (see §II-C3) and used its output as input to the Fine-Tune model. We shall see in §III-C that this Fine-Tune network improves image quality to match that of the images generated from the CPU inference workflow
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Convolution Channels=1 Activation=linear Fig. 6 . The Fine-Tune network is applied to the output from the quantized TomoGAN to improve image quality.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate both computing throughput and model inference performance, we conducted a set of experiments on quantized inference and enhanced the output from direct inference with a shallow Fine-Tune network. We compared the performance and evaluated the image quality on CPU, GPU, and TPU devices individually.
A. Datasets
We used two datasets for our experiments. Each dataset comprises 1024 pairs of 1024×1024 images, each pair being a noisy image and a corresponding ground-truth image, as described in Liu et al. [15] . Ground truth images are obtained from normal-dose X-ray imaging and noisy images from lowdose X-ray imaging of the same sample. We used one dataset for training and the other for testing.
B. Performance Evaluation
We evaluated both inference performance (i.e., throughput) on different hardware platforms and the quality of the resulting images. For inference performance, we studied a laptop CPU ( §III-B1), the Accelerator and Dev Board Edge TPU ( §III-B2), and the TX2 Edge GPU ( §III-B3), applying for each the workflow of §II-C to a series of images and calculating the average inference latency.
1) CPU Inference Performance Evaluation: Standard CPUbased experiments were conducted by using the non-quantized model with a personal computer comprising an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU@2.60GHz with 32GB RAM. The supported operating system was Ubuntu 16.04 LTS distribution. The non-quantized model takes an average inference time of 1.537 seconds per image: see i7@2.6GHz in Figure 7 .
2) TPU Inference Performance Evaluation: We evaluated Edge TPU performance on two platforms with different configurations: the Accelerator with an Edge TPU coprocessor connected to the host machine (a laptop with Intel i7 CPU) via a USB 3.0 Type-C (data and power) interface, and the Dev Board with Edge TPU coprocessor and a 64bit ARM CPU as host. Columns Accelerator and Dev Board of Table I provide timing breakdowns for these two devices. The first component is the time to run the quantized TomoGAN model: 0.435 and 0.512 seconds per image for Accelerator and Dev Board, respectively. The second component, "Stitching," is due to an input image size limit of 64×64 imposed by the Edge TPU hardware and compiler that we used in this work. Processing a single 1024×1024 image thus requires processing 256 individual 64×64 images, which must then be stitched together to form the complete output image. This stitching operation takes an average of 0.12 and 0.049 seconds per image on the Dev Board and Accelerator, respectively.
The third component, "Fine-Tune," is the quantized finetune network used to improve image quality to match that of the non-quantized model, as discussed in §III-C; this takes an average of 0.070 and 0.166 seconds per image on Accelerator and Dev Board, respectively. We note that model compilation limitations associated with the current Edge TPU hardware and software require us to run the quantized TomoGAN and Fine-Tune networks separately, which adds extra latency for data movement between host memory and Edge TPU. We expect to avoid this extra cost in the future by chaining TomoGAN and Fine-Tune to execute as one model. (While the quantized TomoGAN requires 301 billion operations to process a 1024×1024 image, Fine-Tune takes only 621 million: a negligible 0.2% of TomoGAN.) 
3) Edge GPU Inference Performance Evaluation:
The original TomoGAN can process a 1024×1024 pixel image in just 44ms on a NVIDIA V100 GPU card. As our focus here is on edge devices, we evaluated TomoGAN performance on the TX2, which has a GPU and is designed for edge computing. Column Jetson Tx2 in Table I shows results. We see an average inference time per image of 0.88 seconds for the TX2. We compare in Figure 7 this time with the quantized TomoGAN Edge TPU times (not including stitching and fine tuning).
We note that in constructing the model for the TX2, we used NVIDIA's TensorRT toolkit [11, 17] to optimize the operations of TomoGAN. We also experimented with 16-bit floating point, 32-bit floating-point, and unsigned int8, and observed similar performance for each, which we attribute to the lack of Tensor cores in the TX2's NVIDIA Pascal architecture for accelerating multi-precision operations. 4) Performance Discussion: We find that inference is significantly faster on the Edge-TPU than on the CPU or TX2, and faster on TX2 than on the CPU. Accelerator is faster than Dev Board, because the former has a more powerful host (the laptop with i7) with better memory throughput than the latter (the 64-bit SoC ARM platform). These performance differences may appear small, but we should remember that a single light source experiment can generate thousands of Inference time (s) Fig. 7 . Inference time for a 1024×1024 pixel image on a CPU, the two Edge TPU platforms, and TX2.
images, each larger than 1024×1024, e.g., 2560×2560, and thus any acceleration is valuable.
C. Image Quality Evaluation
We used structural similarity index (SSIM) [18] to evaluate image quality. We calculated this metric for images enhanced from the original TomoGAN, the quantized TomoGAN, and the quantized TomoGAN plus Fine-Tune network, with results shown in Figure 8 . We observe that SSIM for the quantized TomoGAN+Fine-Tune is comparable to that of the original (non-quantized) TomoGAN. 
IV. RELATED WORK
The opportunities and challenges of edge computing have received much attention [19, 20] . Methods have been proposed for both co-locating computing resources with sensors, and for offloading computing from mobile devices to nearby edge computers [21] [22] [23] . Increasingly, researchers want to run deep neural networks on edge devices [24] [25] [26] , leading to the need to adapt computationally expensive deep networks for resource-constrained environments. Quantization, as discussed above, is one such approach [10, [27] [28] [29] . Others include the use of neuromorphic hardware [30] , specialized software [31] , the distribution of deep networks over cloud, local computers, and edge computers [32] , and mixed precision computations [33] .
Various deep networks have been developed or adapted for edge devices, including Mobilenet [34] , VGG [35] , and Resnet [36] . However, that work focuses on image classification and object detection. In contrast, we are concerned with image translation and image-to-image mapping to provide an enhanced image. Also, we are applying our image restoration model on edge devices, an approach that has not been discussed in the literature.
Our use of a fine-tuning network to improve image quality is an important part of our solution, allowing us to avoid the excessive training time required for the quantization-aware model. We are not aware of prior work that has used such a fine-tuning network, although it is conceptually similar to the use of gradient boosting in ensemble learning [37] .
V. CONCLUSION
We have reported on the adaption for edge execution of TomoGAN, an image-denoising model based on generative adversarial networks developed for low-dose x-ray imaging. We ported TomoGAN to the Google Coral Edge TPU devices (Dev Board and Accelerator) and NVIDIA Jetson TX2 Edge GPU. Adapting TomoGAN for the Edge TPU requires quantization. We mitigate the resulting loss in image quality, as measured via the SSIM image quality metric, by applying a fine-tune step after inference, with negligible computing overhead. We find that Dev Board and Accelerator provide 3× faster inference than a CPU, and that Accelerator is 1.5× faster than TX2. We conclude that edge devices can provide fast response at low cost, enabling scientific image restoration anywhere.
The work reported here focused on image restoration. However, before images can be enhanced with TomoGAN, they must be reconstructed from the x-ray images, for example by using filtered back projection (FBP) [38] . FBP is not computationally intensive: processing the images considered here using the TomoPy implementation [39] takes about 400ms per image on a laptop with an Intel i7 CPU. Nevertheless, for a complete edge solution, we should also run FBP on the edge device. We will tackle that task in future work.
